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This book is perfect for the young and aspiring Olympians. It provides a glimpse into the world of the

greatest athletes, and your child can decide to either follow their footsteps or not. The nice thin

about this books is that the information is presented visually so there is 100% understanding. After

all, images are universal learning languages. Grab a copy today!
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Olympic Sports - When and How?: History of Olympic Sports Then, Now and Beyond is another

great book for children from Baby Professor and Speedy Publishing. "The Olympic games are the

leading international sporting event featuring summer and Winter sports competition in which

thousands of athletes from around the world participate in a variety of competitions.Some of the

Sports in the Olympics are:Archery - uses a bow and Arrow and debuted in the 1900 summer

Olympics.Basketball- uses teams and a basketball making it's debut in 1936Swimming - uses either

teams (as in relays) or single swimmers in events. Debut was in 1908The Javelin Throw - part of

track and field events - the athlete throws the javelin for distance. Introduced in 1908 for men and

1932 for womenFencing - has been in every Olympic game since 1898.Sprints - part of track and

field, these are short distance running. between 60 and 400 meters.Judo - introduced in 1964 a

martial art that emphasizes throwing the other person.My grandson is in 3rd grade and this book



would be awesome for him. I believe this book should be a part of his extensive library. Something

that should be a great read for him. He reads way above his age as he grows so does his

knowledge of the world as did his mother at his age. Reading invokes imagination, knowledge from

a foundational status. Reading makes the brain work where television arrests the brain function by

not making any one think. I so do love these books for children and adults, making us think about

what we can do and what might be if we open our minds.****I am grateful to have received this

product at a discounted or free rate in exchange for a honest, fair, unbiased and non-compensated

review. If you feel that this review has assisted you in making your decision about this product or

your shopping needs. Please press Ã¢Â€ÂœyesÃ¢Â€Â• button indicating this review was helpful.

This helps the sellers, as well as myself maintain a great relationship and the ability to be able to

continue to give you the shopper a great relationship with the seller, if there is one.****

I was a little disappointed after finishing this book. There is about a three sentence synopsis of each

sport and then an image representing it. However, there are only seven sports represented in this

book which are not the most notable sports that take place during the Olympics. Overall, I am not

sure whether I would purchase this book if I had a chance to review it first. I received this product for

free or at a discounted rate in exchange for product testing and review. I am under no obligation to

provide a positive review and received no incentives or rewards for doing so. My aim is to highlight

features and drawbacks that I would want to know about as a buyer, not hype the product for the

manufacturer to increase sales. My remarks are sincere and true. I work very hard trying to write

insightful and thoughtful reviews for each item. My hope is that these reviews are helpful to others. If

it did not, please comment with how I can improve; this helps me to be a better reviewer. While it is

true that many items are received at discounted rates or complimentary, my reviews are completely

unbiased as well as honest and are my personal experiences and opinion of the product. Once

again, it is just my own opinion and experience with the product, your own opinion and experience

may vary. I received no monetary compensation and not required to give a good review.

This book is well put together. It is on the short side, but still, not bad at all. Firstly, it is only 16

pages long. Yes, only 16 pages long. If you want to consider each of these ePages as 2 pages, it

could be considered 32 pages long, but in my Kindle, it registers as only 18 pages (with the first 2

pages being the title page and all of the other technical information).Secondly, this book's author

took the time to find relevant photos. For example, the 2 pages about archery actually including

pictures specifically about archery. In some of the other books by the same publisher, I felt that



sometimes they were put together to quickly and thoughtlessly where a page about archery would

just have a generic photo or clipart about the olympics. In this book the author took the time to

select relevant high quality photos.Finally, the text is also good. There is only 1 paragraph written for

each of the only 7 sports highlighted in the book. But the information is relevant and interesting. It

could probably be read by a 2nd grader and could be read to a 3 year old and they would

understand and be interested. Highly recommend this title.I received this product at a free or

discounted rate in exchange for an honest review. These opinions are my own. I appreciate and rely

on honest and accurate reviews from others when making purchases. If you have any questions

about the product please leave a message in the comment area.
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